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Introduction
mathematical
models for calculating the
charactristics of propulsion sets on the basis of pulsed
plasma thrusters (PPT) are studied in detail. The
calculations for the PPT thrust impulse within the vast
range starting from lo4 to 501OSNs, resource values
of IO’ and I .5*10’, solar battery specific mass of
0.015 kg/w are made.
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The

In accordance with the developed methodology, the
mass values are obtained also for the propulsion
modules in which the alternative options of rocket
engines are used, gas jet propulsion nozzles and
electric
propulsions (electrothermal,
ion and
stationary plasma) including.
Comparative analysis is made for the thruster modules
differing in the rocket engine type, using the power
and mass criterion depending on the total thrust
impulse.

Calculation

model for the PPT mass

The PPT thruster set mass can be regarded as the sum
Of:

M,=M,,,+M,+M,+Mk+a,
(1)
where M, - PPT set mass, M,,,- mass of the stored
propellant, M, - mass of the capacitor battery, M, mass of the voltage transformer, M1,_mass of the PPT
strucnue elements, M, - mass of the power source.
Components of the PPT mass can be presented
asfollows:
M, = mN,
M, = YEW,
M, = y,W f;q%.
(2)
MI, = Mko -i ykW.
M, = YeWf,
where: m - propellant mass outflow per impulse, N PPT resource (total number of the impulses), yC capacitor specific mass, W - energ stored in the

capacitorr, yw - specific mass of the voltage
f - average frequency of the PPT
transformer,
operation, qw - transformer efficiency, Mko miniium mass of the structure elements which does
not depend on energy, yk- StrUCtUre dement Specific
mass, yc - energy source specific mass, qc - power
source efficiency.
The thruster set mass may be presented in the
following way:
M,=M,,+mN+yW,
(3)
where y is a generalized specific mass:
Y= 7c+ Yvfl% + Yk + Yehe.
(4)
As a result of processing a large number of
experimental data the empirical correlation was
found, which relates thrust efficiency to the stored
energy and propellant mass per impulse, that is:
7 = &W/m )lRE,
(5).
where:
K,= 4. iO-” kg/J,
E = W/(W+20)
(6)
At the same time, thrust efficiency is related to the
same parameters by the following relationship
q= P2/(2mW),
(7)
where
P - single thrust impulse, defined through
the total impulse:
P=Pfl.
(8)
e
Relationships (5) and (7) allow to obtain the thruster
set mass dependence on the amount of the s&red
energy.
Assuming that the total impulse (P,,), PPT resource
@I) and the total specific mass (y) are known, such
value of the stored energy W* can be defined when
the mass of the thruster set M, is minimum.
Calculations of minimum mass for the thruster sets
were made for the total impulse values wi&in the
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range from lo4 to S-lo5 Ns. In this case the following
values for the thruster
set parameters were studied:
N =(l.O-1.5)=107,
f = 0.5 Hr
YC=0.015 kg/J,
Yw= 0.020 kz@V,
qw= 0.85,
Mk, = 0.1 kg,
Yk= 0.0 1.5kg/J,
Yc= 0.015 kofl,
rlc = 0.85.

(RT) and gas jet nozzles (GJN) are presented in table
1. This table shows the power and specific mass
characteristics and the mass values for the elements
comprising the propulsion
module: thruster,
propellant, propellant storage and feed system
(PSFS), power processing unit (PPU) and power
plant on the basis of solar panels (SP) and
accumulator batteries (AB). The GJN operating with
nitrogen and hydrazine decomposition products are
studied as well as ammonia RT, xenon PPT and
PSFS, in which the advanced tanks of composite
materials are used.

Model for calculating the mass of other EP types

As a rule, the spacecraft propulsion set consists of
several thrusters for producing the thrust impulses in
different directions, and for pmvidii the required
life-time and reliability for the propulsion set. For
producing the tequircd total thrust impulse the
propulsion sets on the basis of pulsed pIasma thrusters
comprise the corresponding number of propulsion
modules with several redundant elements. Propulsion
sets with alternative variants of prop&ions include
additional thrusters. Depending on the relation of
additional masses in the propulsion set the field of
PPT efficient application may be somewhat broaden.
But in the case of tmcettainty in the total thrust pulse
loss for providing the control along different
directions of the spacecraft interconnected axes the
efftciency of the use of propulsion set & the basis of
pulsed plasma thn&er decreases because of the
required reserves -of propellant in the propulsion
module and correspondii propottional growth in the
propulsion module “dry” mass.

The main calculation relationships for the propulsion
set mass are the following:
M,=&b+M,+M,r+M,+M,,
(9)
where: M, - thruster set mass, & - thruster unit, M,
- propellant mass, M, - mass of the propellant
storage and feed system without propellant, M, power source mass, M, - power transformer mass;
Mdb= mnMd>
(JO)
where: m and n are the number of thrusters operating
in series and in parallel, & - own mass of an
individual thruster.
Propellant mass depends on the value of the specific
impulse I+
&= PtlA,
(11)
Mass of the “dry” propellant storage and feed system
depends on the propellant mass:
M,, = G&m.
(12)
Masses of the solar battery and power transformer are
calculated depending on the thruster power N,:
M, = Y,N&, ~
(13
Mv=~wNv,
(14)
where: yc, yw - specific masses, tlw - transformer
efficiency.

Taking indexes into consideration, the mass of the
thruster module with one thruster can be presented in
the following form:
Mr=&b + P&(T+G,,) + N,(yJrlw + Yw) (15)
The assessments for the mass characteristics of a
number of other propulsion modules, using both
electric and thermal rocket propulsions (ion thrusters,
thermal thrusters and gas jet nozzles) were made
similarly.
Results of the comparative analysis for the mass
characteristics of the propulsion module based on
PPT and modules on the basis of stationary plasma
thrusters (SPT), ion thrusters (IT), resistojet thrusters

Fig la shows the propulsion set mass as a function of
the total thrust impulse for the case of using as a part
of propulsion set of either PPT or of its most probable
competitors, such as SPT M-50, ion thruster of
150...400 W in power, resistojet thruster and GJN
having the parameters, realizing the miniium mass
losses for the propulsion set. The plots presented
allow to define the areas of the total thtust impulse, in
which the PPT application p&ides the lowest mass
losses for the jet propulsion set comparing to the
options using other thruster types.
Plots, presented in F&lb,
illustrate in linear
approximation the level of characteristic velocity,
realized by the propulsion set, depending on the
available PS total thrust impulse and spacecraft mass,
while the plots of Fig.lc show the level of
characteristic velocity, required for keeping the
medium altitude (H=600...1500 km) orbit, depending
on the period of active operation and power-to-weight
ratio of the satellite. In addition, Fig. 1c shows the plot

for the characteristic velocity losses, required for a

satellite transfer from the reference orbit, into which it
is inserted by the launch vehicle, into the operational

one, and the plot for the losses required for the
satellite N-S station-keeping.

Table 1.

I: CJM
Propulsion set
parameters
Specific impulse,

Resistojet
thruster
270-290

R&e& thruster

Gas jet nozzle

3000

0.5

1.5

Pulsed plasma

70...100

Stationary
plasma thruster
1500

0.2...0.4

1.0

0.5

thruster
1300

S

Single thruster
mass, kg
Thruster power,
W
PSFS specific
mass
PPU specific
mass, kg&W
Power set specific
mass, kg/kc
Power set mass,
kg
PPU mass, kg
Total thrust
imllulse. kNs
Propellant mass,
kg
PSFS mass, kg
Propulsion
module mass, kg

so...450

350-400

_

300

_

0.15

0.15

0.7...0.2

0.15

-

5

_

5

5

15

I5

5.0

2.0

1.2
50

0.7
50

2.5

3

0.3

_

13.4

15.6

15

15

0.X.6.75

2.25...6

-

0.75...2.0
50
100

10

50

-4

-20

1.85

3.7

-0.6

-3

0.3

0.6

5.85
...
11.85

24.25
...
30.25

6.65

8.8
...
13.8

.._
Il.65

As follows Tom Fig.la, the propulsion sexs on the

PPT basis provide the lowest mass losses comparing
to the propulsion sets on the basis of SPT ?A-50 and
150...400 W ion thrusters for the total imp&e range
of less that 60 kNs, practically independently on the
power set specific mass. In some cases, complete or
partial use of the power set, supplying the pqload, is
possible for supplying the jet propulsion se; For the
total impulse of less that 3...j kNs the pulse.3 plasma
thruster is the second in mass after the prop&ion sets
on the basis of gas jet nozzles and thermal thrusters.
Characteristic velocity losses for keeping the orbit for
a satellite operating in medium altitudes of 6M... 1500
km are mainly conditioned by the compensation
of
errors during the insertion stage with the required
level of characteristic velocity of about IO m. s and of
the disturbances, caused by the lighht pre5.sure and
aerodynamic drag, at the characteristic
velo~:>’ losses

_
5

10

15.7 .... 1
1
5.46 .... 1 Il...
.l
...2.2
13.46
26.9
7A.5.5

‘;’

‘.13.4

Tom 2 to 10 m/s per year and at the satellite powerto-weight ratio of I...5 W/kg. The level of required
total thrust impulse within the range of lo-60 kNs is
characteristic for correcting the orbit of a satellite of
up to 1000 kg in mass, operating in medium altitudes
of 600...1500 km during 6...10 years for keeping the
track of an Earth remote sensmg satellite or keeping
the structure for a low-orbit communication satellite
constellation.
Realization of the final part of the satellite insertion
into the operational orbit using the propulsion set
comprising the electric propulsions allows to increase
the mass of the payload inserted into this orbit.
Fulfillment of this operation using the propulsion set
based on PPT with a total impulse of up to 60 kNs
provides the orbit altitude variation within the limits

of 300...500 km for a satellite of 500...250 kg in mass
at a transition duration of up to 7.5 months.

-;?(-_c’-

__.-._c

Station-keeping
for a geostationary
communication
satellite with an active lifetime of 5...10 j’ears is a
power consuming task and requires high losses of
characteristic velocity of 2.5...5 m/s per year for a
longitudinal correction (W-E) and of about 50 m/s per
year for N-S station-keeping.
Propulsion set with a
total impulse of up to 60 kNs provides the N-S
station-keeping for a satellite of up to 250 kg in mss
during 5 years.
W-E station-keeping
during
5-6 years may be
acceptable for the geostationary satellites designed for
the Earth remote sensing, meteorological satellites in
particular, and is provided by a propulsion set on the
basis of pulsed plasma thruster with a total impulse of
less than 60 kNs for a satellite of up to 1000...1500 kg
in mass.
From the mass losses point of view the use of PPT as
a part of propulsion set with a total impulse of 60 kNs
is comparable to a propulsion set on the basis of SPT50, 150...400 W ion thruster and resistojet thruster
with a minimum power of about 50 W, while their
efficient use may be conditioned by other criteria, in
particular, by the simplicity, reliability, low cost, etc.
Propulsion set on the basis of PPT with a total
impulse of 20 kNs requires the mass loss at a level of
5...7 kg, that being by 50% 93...5 kg) less comparing
to a propulsion set based on SPT-50, IT and RT at
minimum power losses for the power supply and by
80% (20 kg) less comparing to the propulsion sets b
ased on the most perspective gas jet nozzles.
Conclusion
A comparative
analysis
is made for the mass
characteristics of propulsion module based on pulsed
plasma thrusters and a number
of perspective
propulsion modules using SPT, IT, GJN, RT. It is
shown that the propulsion module based on PPT has
advantages
in mass comparing
to the abovementioned
propulsion
modules
within the total
impulse range of up ro 60 kNs.
Reduction of losses for a propulsion set based on PPT
may be used for decreasing the mass of a satellite in
total or for increasing the payload mass’satellite active
life-time while keeping the satellite mass.
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